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Abstract- Software development is increasingly based on
reusable components in the form of frames and
libraries, as well as programming languages and tools to
use them. Informal language and the absence of a
standard taxonomy for software technologies make it
difficult to reliably analyze technological trends in
discussion forums and other online sites. The system
proposes an automatic approach called Witt for the
categorization of software technology. Witt takes as
input a sentence that describes a technology or a
software concept and returns a general category that
describes it (for example, an integrated development
environment), along with attributes that qualify it even
more. By extension, the approach allows the dynamic
creation of lists of all technologies of a given type. The
system contribute Levenshtein distance algorithm to
compare similarities between two stings. It work on
character distances of two strings. With this algorithm
it is possible to categorize the data from large data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software development increasingly relies on reusable
components in the forms of frameworks and libraries,
and the programming languages and tools to use
them. Considered together, these software
technologies form a massive and rapidly- growing
catalog of building blocks for systems that becomes
difficult to monitor across discussion channels. The
unstructured data, informal nomenclature, and
folksonomies used on social media forums make it
difficult to reliably determine, for example, the list of
all technologies of a certain type, or their popularity
relative to this type. Questions such as what is the
most popular web application framework? are
important to many organizations, for example to
decide which development tool to adopt at the start of
a project, or which technology to develop a driver
for. Answers to these questions are routinely
proposed without any kind of supporting data, but
sound empirical surveys are hard to find. To move
towards a streamlined, evidence-based approach to
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monitoring the use of software technologies, Present
system need to be able to automatically classify and
group named mentions of software technologies. An
important step toward the machine understanding of
terminology is hypernym discovery, i.e., the
discovery of the more general concept in a is a
relationship (e.g., Angular JS is a web application
framework), which led to the development of many
automated hypernym extraction tools. Unfortunately,
discovering valid hypernyms is not sufficient to
support the detection and monitoring of comparable
software technologies. For example, commercial
cross-platform IDE for PHPis a valid hypernym for
PhpStorm, but the expression is too specific to
constitute a useful category of technologies.
Categorizing software technologies is a much more
complex problem that requires additional abstraction
and normalization. To address this issue, Present
system propose an automated approach for the
categorization of software technologies. Our
approach, called Witt, for What Is This Technology,
takes as in-put a term such as Php Storm and returns
a general category that describes it (e.g., integrated
development environment),along with attributes that
further qualify it (comercial,php,etc.). Our approach
involves three automated phases that each address a
major technical challenge.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In proposed system this approach takes as input a
term to categorize. As a vocabulary for software
technologies system have data of all technology then
system gets tag of data. According to tag all data
from different technology will get. Apply NLP and
Levenshtein distance algorithm. Then hypernyms
will find like final step of the approach consists of
transforming the hypernyms into a set of categories,
possibly with some attributes. Present system
designed categories to represent general hyponyms,
with a focus on coverage: commercial ide for php is a
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better (more precise) hypernyms than ide, but the
latter is a better category (higher coverage). The
attributes are meant to provide a flexible way to
express the information lost when transforming a
hypernyms into a category. They represent typical
variants of the category, but would not constitute
valid hyponyms on their own. To transform a
hyponym into category with attributes, Present
system start by removing all non-informative phrases
like name of and type of Present system also
transform phrases indicating a collection, e.g., set of,
into the attribute collection of, and remove it from the
hypernym. Present system constructed a small list of
such phrases based on this development set. If two or
more occurrences of the word of or of the word for
remain in the hypernym, Present system do not parse
the hypernym, as its structure is possibly too complex
for this simple heuristics.

Fig.1: System Architecture
III. SYSTEM MODEL DESIGN PROCEDURE
The implementation modules of the system is shown
in the fig.2
A. Explanation:
1) Get tagsThe purpose of the get tags is to get all tag from
database to categorize the software data.
2) Get all data of tagThis is the main part of used to get all data of mined
tag from different domain.
3) Apply NLP and Levenshtein distance algorithmThe main function of this module is to apply NLP
that is pre-processing of data. Then for similarity
Levenshtein distance algorithm is performed.
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4) Categorize softwareThis module is used to execute that finally categorize
the software

Fig.2: Module Design
B. Algorithm
Algorithm 1: Natural Language processing
1. Lexical Analysis: It involves identifying and
analyzing the structure of words. Lexicon of a
language means the collection of words and
phrases in a language. Lexical analysis is
dividing the whole chunk of txt into paragraphs,
sentences, and words.
2. Syntactic Analysis (Parsing): It involves analysis
of words in the sentence for grammar and
arranging words in a; manner that shows the
relationship among the words. The sentence such
as The school goes to boy is rejected by English
syntactic analyzer. 3. Semantic Analysis: It
draws the exact meaning or the dictionary
meaning from the text. The text is checked for
meaningfulness. It is done by mapping syntactic
structures and objects in the task domain. The
semantic analyzer disregards sentence such as
hot ice-cream.
3. Discourse Integration The meaning of any
sentence depends upon the meaning of the
sentence just before it. In addition, it also brings
about the meaning of immediately succeeding
sentence.
4. Pragmatic Analysis: During this, what was said
is re-interpreted on what it actually meant. It
involves deriving those aspects of language
which require real world knowledge.
Algorithm 2: Levenshtein distance algorithm.
The Levenshtein algorithm (also called EditDistance) calculates the least number of edit
operations that are necessary to modify one string to
obtain another string. The most common way of
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calculating this is by the dynamic programming
approach. In proposed system Present system using
this to match user entered question with available
question in database.
Input: Get user entered question.
Working:
Step1. Select user entered query
Step 2: Select all data from available database
Step3. Pass the distance to match query question with
available data. System will check question with
according to entered query with available data word
by word with available answer.
Step4: One by one query will gets by visiting each
data to specified distance.
Output: Get matched similar data.

Fig.6: Registration.jsp (this is registration page where
user enters his details)

IV. RESULTS
Experimental setup Table 1-The proposed system
string categorize, it gives efficient time to categorize
document according to entered string. Fig.3 Graph
showed a pictorial representation of No. of tags of
each language. X-Axis contains no. of languages and
y-axis no of tags.
Table 1: No. of tags of each language
Index
Query
No. of tags(ms)
1
2
3
4

Java
Cpp
C
Sql

Fig.7: Login.jsp (this is login page to access the
system)

25
50
35
45

Fig. 8: Forgotpassword.jsp. (this is forgot password
page to get password of user account)

Fig.3: No.of tags of Language

Fig.4: Home.jsp (This is home page of project)
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Fig. 9: home.jsp (this is home page after successfully
login of user)
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Fig. 10: Profile.jsp (this is profile page of user. User
can update his profile)

Fig. 11: Change password.jsp (this is change
password page here user can change password)

Fig. 14: CategorizedInformation.jsp (On this form
user gets category of information)

Fig. 15: Admin Login.jsp (here admin login to
system)
V. APPLICATION

Fig. 12: Passwordchanges.jsp (in this page user
changed his password successfully)

Fig. 13: Information to Categorize (on this page user
enteres information to categorize)
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1. Data clustering: Clustering is a Machine Learning
technique that involves the grouping of data points.
Given a set of data points, we can use a clustering
algorithm to classify each data point into a specific
group. In theory, data points that are in the same
group should have similar properties and/or features,
while data points in different groups should have
highly dissimilar properties and/or features.
Clustering is a method of unsupervised learning and
is a common technique for statistical data analysis
used in many fields.
2. Search engine application: A search-based
application is generally taken to mean an application
that uses a search engine index at its core, rather than
a database or other structure. Search engines are
extremely good at slicing and dicing information onthe-y. Search-based applications exploit this
capability. Search Technologies designs and builds
search-based applications using the leading search
commercial products and open sources alternatives
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, present system have proposed a novel a
domain-specific technique to automatically produce
an attributed category structure describing an input
phrase assumed to be a software technology. Here
found that after transforming hypernyms into more
abstract categories. this approach takes as input a
term to categorize software. It uses NLP and
Levenshtein distance algorithm. The proposed
scheme have the scope in application in future, such
as Business, Educational Systems like school,
college, etc.
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